THE BOAT-FISHER'S
Salmon, trout and grayling
on a Welsh river

How and where
to find silver fish
in November

A lifetime's tips and tactics shared

THE BIGGEST
USK SALMON
FOR 65 YEARSi
Mix your materials for
Stillwater success Ü

Captor's exclusive tale
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Sport with nymph and dry-fly in an unexpio
orth Country wilderness
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Wilderness fishing conjures ¡mages of flights to far-flung places, says Paul Procter
who isSurörised to find truly wild sport much closerto home
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FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD ™ w

I

'VE MADE IT my
business to travel across
the globe in search of
solitude, and given the
amount of time and
money invested in such
trips, a huge amount of
research is required just to be sure
I'm on the right track. Who would
enjoy turning up to find a row of
fishermen strung out along the
banks of a river billed as offering
wilderness fishing? With proper
planning, such things don't
happen.
It is easy to be despondent about
waters close to home, because we
live on a small, overpopulated
island where total escapism is
difficult to find.
We tend to think that such
fishing exists only in remote
areas, inaccessible by car. But is
this always the case?
A chance conversation with
Consett lad Ian Colborne had me
winging my way over to the North
East in a flash. Derwent Angling
Association controls 15 miles of
the Derwent hereabouts where,
according to Ian, a man can fish
for an entire day blissfully out of
contact with the outside world.
Given that the valley was
dammed in the early 1960s to form
Derwent Reservoir, I had my
doubts. But I should have known
better. Ian, the current association
secretary, has fished here, man and
boy. Admittedly, his earliest
recollections involved the use of a
small spinning rod and hand-medown wellies, but he knows these
parts better than most and, more
importantly, those out-of-the-way
places where few care to venture.
Few of today's youngsters can
enjoy such a grounding outdoors.
Having parked up, best foot
forward we set off for the Sneep, a
narrow gorge that sweeps through
Snape Wood and West Crag before
emerging at Narrow Comb Wood
close to Muggleswick. Some 20
minutes later the distant murmur
of running water reached our ears
through a dense canopy.
Unbeknown to me, we were
perched on the Silver Tongue, a
huge scar once renowned for its
rich deposits of silver and lead
discovered by the Romans. And
there, 200 feet below us, the river
snaked its way round pillars of
ancient rock. A footpath, albeit a
faint one, guided us down
safely before we dropped in
below the Tongue.
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Those towering crags and rocky
outcrops, which could have come
straight out of a spaghetti western,
border the upper reaches which,
thanks to Derwent Reservoir,
remain pretty stable and support a
number of bugs and flies. The
river's course has changed little
over the centuries and generations
of trout still occupy the same old
lies. Talking of which, you get a
sense that fish could be holding
pretty much anywhere in this
undisturbed water. Thankfully,
unruly undergrowth acted as a
curtain, protecting us from the
watchful eyes of wily trout.
The topography here is what
you'd describe as "typically
upland" - short, rocky pools
interspersed with a series of fast
runs, each one lower than the next
by several feet. Although hostile

"Ian told me of
visiting fishermen
more used to the
manicured banks of
well-kept waters who
come here to take up
the challenge"
looking, this pocket water contains
a scattering of boulders that
squeeze flows this way and that.
Sometimes the currents cancel
each other out, making for soft
edges and quiet corners where
trout might take up station,
and where perhaps larger
specimens might lurk.
Today, such a pool lay some 50
yards upstream of Ian and me.
On a different day, probing a series
of plunge pools would have been
shrewd. But spotting the
occasional rise on a smooth,
inviting pool, I bolted upstream.
Two fish were in the pool tail, yet
painfully slow currents barely
shifted my fly, giving the trout
time to tag this impostor. Of more
interest was a swift foam lane
traversing diagonally across the
stream. Eventually the currents
idled down the far bank, tight to a
sheer cliff face where trout jostled
with each other to wolf down flies
drifting down towards them.
Where such competition exists,

we naturally assume fish will drop
their guard and grab at anything
willy-nilly. In truth, there are more
pairs of eyes to pick up suspicious
objects in double-quick time, so it
pays to be as careful as ever with
your fly presentation.
The first half-dozen casts passed
without incident. Rather than
thrash the pool, a far better ploy
was to cease fishing and turn
spectator. Drag didn't seem evident
in those previous drifts and I was
pretty sure my small dry CDC had
the hatching olives covered. As I
changed my viewing angle the
penny finally dropped. Those trout
were hugging that limestone ledge
tighter than a racing car sticks to
the track. None of them seemed
prepared to move far for food, and
why should they when it was
arriving right on their noses?
A dodge I'd learnt overseas was to
aim my fly at the stonework so that
it bounced off, often into the
desired path. But easy does it - t o o
much energy and your fly will
rebound a fair distance, back out
into the main flow.
Of course, tactics like this are
best practised where only bare
rock exists. Pitching into grass or
other foliage is merely courting
disaster: your precious fly
collection will shrink alarmingly
and you will spend most of your
time unravelling snarled leaders!
Three Derwent beauties soon fell
for this tactic before the others
melted away. A quick flick into
fast, streamy water at the pool head
then produced a fit 10 in trout
before it was time to move on.
Boughs from deciduous trees
leaned well across the river,
protecting it in many places, and
that, together with relatively
shallow wadeable water
throughout, meant you could get
up close and personal. As for
casting, a little inventiveness
helped to penetrate the tangled
cover. Naturally, many a leafy limb
still tried to rob me of my flies, but
when things fell into place
the trout obliged.
Some might be alarmed at this
untamed wilderness. But Ian told
me of visiting fishermen more used
to the manicured banks of wellkept waters who come here simply
to take up the challenge.
Targeting pools is a relaxing way
to fish, as everything happens a bit
more slowly. Pocket water, on the
other hand, is quick-fire stuff and
the lower Sneep has more than its > •

I THE DERWENT
I AT A GLANCE
© Target species: A good head of wild brown trout
occupies the upper reaches. These average 8 oz though fish
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of twice this size can be expected. Below Aliens Ford the
association has introduced brown trout, and grayling are
found here, too.

Grayling July 1-January 31.
© Best times: Many consider spring to be the best time
for trout. However, the Derwent behaves differently. Fly
hatches do peak through April and May, but because there's
a constant supply of cool water, trout remain active for much
of the year. Even in summer, fish can be found, especially
beneath shady boughs in the upper reaches. Grayling are in
good fettle from late August onwards.
© Recommended tackle: Above Aliens Ford, rods
should be no longer than 8 ft and rated for 3-5-weight lines.
Overload your rod by one line size to help flex it in tight spots.
As dry-fly tactics dominate the upper reaches, tippets of
There is plenty of
cover for both fish
and fisherrrtafl infrie gorge.

Derwent trout
are canny
fighters.

3 lb (6x) are adequate, but take something a little stouter for
tackling pocket water. Below Aliens Ford it's possible to get
a good cast with a 9 ft rod. Yet, even here, trees tend to
restrict the use of anything longer.
© Favourite flies: When upwinged hatches are in
progress Olive Paraduns and CDC-type dressings in size
14-16 are a must. More generic tyings such as a Grey Duster
or Adams will serve you well, too. Come sedge time, elk hair
patterns or Moser's Balloon Caddis with pale yellow or olive
bodies work best. Foam beetles, small ants and even a size
20 aphid imitation are good for fishing under bankside trees.
In the tumble of torrents, large, bushy dressings should
include the Wulff family, Humpies or an outsized G&H
Sedge. Essentially, lightweight nymphs will appeal to fish
that refuse dry-flies. Bead-head types work well, with a
copper PTN or Goldhead Hare's Ear way out in front.
Occasionally, when the water turns murky, pink or orange
bead-heads can give you an edge. In deeper areas heavily
weighted bugs such as Czech nymphs, Peeping Caddis or
Shrimps will be needed to scour the bottom.
© Fly-life: Because of its relatively stable environment,
the Derwent is rich in fly-life. The Sneep is home to flies that
thrive in fast, rocky streams, and these include large dark
olives, large brook duns and small stonef lies. Further
downstream, where pockets of silt accumulate, good

Terrestrial
imitations do
well beneath
i/erhanging

Paul lifts into
a decent fish.

numbers of Mayfly and caenis can be found. A modest
number of blue-winged olives populate the beat. Various
species of sedge are evident throughout the stretch, too.
Terrestrials such as hawthorn flies, black gnats and beetles
find shelter in many bankside trees.
© The beat: The Derwent Angling Association beat
extends 15 miles from Derwent Bridge (just below the
double bank with only a short length of private water close
to Ebchester. Wild and unkempt, the Sneep (upper reaches)
offers some truly wild trout fishing. A fair bit of walking is
involved, often through dense bankside vegetation. Large
boulders dominate many parts so felt-soled boots or those
with studs afford a much better grip. Below Aliens Ford the
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THE DERWENT
ATA GLANCE
river levels out somewhat with longer, slower pools.
And although many of these are tree-lined there are
plenty of places to gain access. As the depth increases,
chest waders are your best bet and some will find a
wadinq staff beneficial.
@ Access: A detailed map (supplied with your permit)
clearly marks designated parking areas and footpaths. From
Aliens Ford to the Sneep, with fewer access points, expect
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to do more walking over testing terrain.
@ Guides: Ian Colborne is available for half and full guided
days at very reasonable rates. If you wish to understand the
area and how to fish the upper reaches of the Derwent
This pretty trout fell
for a dry CDC during
a hatch of olives.

correctly, contact Ian on 01207 591 454 or
e-mail iancolborne@hotmail.co.uk
@ Permits: See the Derwent Angling Association
website www.derwentangling.co.uk
Visitor tickets for trout and grayling are £5 per day and are
available from Orvis Corbridge Store,
16 Hill Street, Corbridge NE45 5AA.
Tel: 01434 634 275.
Web: www.orvis.co.uk/corbridge
Fraser's Angling & Outdoors, 69/73 Coatsworth Road,
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear NE8101. Tel: 01914 775 950.
Web: www.frasersangling.co.uk
The Punch Bowl, Edmundbyers, Consett, Co Durham
DH8 9NL. Web: www.thepunchbowlinn.info/contact-thepunch-bowl-inn. Tel: 01207 255 545.
Shotley Bridge Post Office, 43 Front Street, Shotley Bridge,
Consett, Co Durham DH8 OHQ. Tel: 01207 502 084.
AMH Angling Ltd, 30 Front Street, Stanley, Co Durham
DH98HY. Tel: 01207 438 272.
© Where to stay: Deneview Guest House, 15 Front Street,
Castleside, Consett, Co Durham DH8 9AR.
Tel: 01207 502 925. Web: www.deneview.co.uk
Castleneuk Guest House, 18 Front Street, Castleside,
Consett, Co Durham DH8 9AR. Tel: 01207 506 634.
Web: www.castleneuk.co.uk
The Punchbowl Inn, Edmundbyers (details above).
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FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD
share of it. Appealing as the slower
sections are, only a fool would
neglect this tumbling water. You
might have to work three times as
hard for your fish, but there are
probably three times as many of
them. I'm always amazed at the
places some trout call home; in fact
my close friend Richard Tong and I
have an ongoing competition to see
who can find the daftest place
from which we can catch a trout.
Casts into pots and pockets need
to be short. The fly may drift only a
yard or two before being lifted and
presented elsewhere. This is no
place for long, delicate leaders,
either. One of 10 ft will do, with a
tippet of 5 lb-6 lb. Although this
sounds heavy handed, such stout
mono protects against wear and
tear, as your leader is certain to rub
against numerous boulders here.
You can get away with surprisingly
large flies - a size 12 or even a 10
will be readily accepted.
Klinkhamers were an obvious
choice on the day but fully hackled
flies are worth a go, too. Buoyant
and easy to see, a Royal Wulff or a
Humpy seemed a good mouthful to
these trout. They didn't so much
take my fly as pummel it! Fish
rising here turn tail quickly, back
to their preferred lie. Although we
had nothing over 12 oz, these fish
resembled marathon runners wiry, full of stamina and
determined as hell. With nowhere
to run, these little beauties tried
every trick in the book to evade
capture, many of them instantly
slipping under boulders when
hooked. It's as well to remain
in-stream. Here your perspective

continued

alters with every step and you can
spot potential lies that you
would miss if you restricted
yourself to the bank.
Each time I neared the end of one
of these brawling runs my
attention shifted to smooth water
ahead. On one occasion, an
uprooted tree straddled a perfectlooking pool. With fish happily
rising on its upstream edge the
challenge lay in getting a fly to
them, but a trout finally
acknowledged my efforts. Plenty of
other obstacles were encountered,
too. Some yielded fish; others were
just too difficult to tackle and it
was sensible to pass up those trout
and give them best.
I could have continued ambling
upstream all day, yet Ian was keen
to show me an entirely different
stretch of water. More open, with
easy access, the lower reaches
favour grayling as well as trout.
The deeper parts will appeal to
those who prefer to fish nymphs,
too. With well-worn paths and
recognised pools it came as a shock
- a return to civilisation that made
it hard to imagine we were on the
same river. Inviting as it was, my
head, heart and soul were still
struggling through a tangle of
briars, eager to see what challenges
lay around the next bend.
This truly is wilderness fishing,
where you can lose yourself in a
lost world - and save
yourself an air fare.
Paul Procter is a vice president
of the Wild Trout Trust, an
AAPGAI Master Instructor, guide
and renowned fly-tyer.
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